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ABSTRACT
We address the problem of energy-efcient reliable wireless com-
munication in the presence of unreliable or lossy wireless link lay-
ers in multi-hop wireless networks. Prior work [1] has provided an
optimal energy efcient solution to this problem for the case where
link layers implement perfect reliability. However, a more common
scenario  a link layer that is not perfectly reliable, was left as an
open problem. In this paper we rst present two centralized algo-
rithms, BAMER and GAMER, that optimally solve the minimum
energy reliable communication problem in presence of unreliable
links. Subsequently we present a distributed algorithm, DAMER,
that approximates the performance of the centralized algorithm and
leads to signicant performance improvement over existing single-
path or multi-path based techniques.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.1 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network Archi-
tecture and DesignWireless Communication; C.2.2 [Computer-
Communication Networks]: Network ProtocolsRouting Proto-
cols; C.2.4 [Computer Communication Networks]: Distributed
Systems; C.4 [Computer Systems Organization]: Performance
of Systems
General Terms
Algorithms, Design, Performance, Reliability, Theory
Keywords
End-to-End Reliable Communication, Energy Efciency, Multi-path,
Routing, Wireless Networks
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1. INTRODUCTION
Wireless communication networks have been deployed at an in-
creasingly fast rate, and are expected to reshape the way we live in
this physical world. For example, wireless ad hoc networks com-
bined with satellite data networks [17] are able to provide global in-
formation delivery services to users in remote locations that could
not be reached by traditional wired networks. Meanwhile, advances
in hardware technology are constantly proliferating various wire-
less communication terminals (e.g. smart phones or PDAs) to an
exploding user population. In many scenarios, design of wireless
communication protocols are guided by two requirements  en-
ergy efciency and resilience to packet losses. Efciently handling
losses in wireless environments, therefore, assumes central impor-
tance. Even under benign conditions, various factors, like fading,
interference, multi-path effects, and collisions, lead to heavy loss
rates on wireless links [11, 16, 36, 9, 33, 35]. Due to the end-
to-end reliability requirement of many applications, it is necessary
to study how such reliability can be guaranteed in an energy ef-
cient way in wireless environments. In this paper we examine the
problem of energy efcient routing of trafc in a multi-hop wire-
less network that appropriately handles packet losses in the wireless
environment.
There are two well-known ways to achieve end-to-end reliability
on multi-hop paths. The rst approach employs hop-by-hop re-
transmissions  each link layer hop retransmits lost frames as and
when necessary. The second approach assumes that link layers are
unreliable and retransmissions are performed end-to-end. It is also
possible to consider a mix of the above as a third approach, where
link layers perform a few retransmissions if necessary, but perfect
reliability is only guaranteed through end-to-end mechanisms.
Traditional power aware routing schemes [24, 6] do not take link
loss rates into account when computing energy efcient paths. By
ignoring the impact of such losses, they implicitly assume that ev-
ery link is totally reliable. That paradigm is obviously too opti-
mistic, and retransmissions consume power as well. In order to
achieve better energy efciency in realistic scenarios, the right met-
ric should be the cumulative energy consumption due to all packet
transmissions including retransmissions.
Prior work by Banerjee and Misra [1] solved the problem of
computing energy efcient paths for the hop-by-hop retransmis-
sion model only and left optimal approaches for the end-to-end
case as an open problem. However, all practical mechanisms to
achieve perfect end-to-end reliability guarantees rely either on the
end-to-end model or on the mixed approach (combination of hop-
by-hop and end-to-end retransmissions). For example, link layer
technologies such as the 802.11 MAC protocol [18] typically make
a bounded number of retransmission attempts for a lost or corrupted
frame. Further losses can be recovered through end-to-end retrans-
missions. The following are a summary of examples which under-
line the importance of energy-efcient solutions under the end-to-
end and the mixed retransmission models:
• Link layer technologies such as IEEE 802.11 [18] typically
implement a limited number of retransmissions, which re-
sults in possible delivery failure over lossy links.
• There are link level technologies that do not provide hop-by-
hop retransmission (e.g. TRAMA [20]).
• Given link layer reliability, packet loss may still happen at
network layer due to various reasons (e.g. congestion in
WSNs [28]).
• Nodes may move, sleep, or fail. In such cases, hop-by-hop
reliability cannot be assumed. Note that even if a sleeping
node can receive packets after waking up, the transport pro-
tocol may have timed out.
As long as there is some link in the multi-hop path that cannot
guarantee reliable packet delivery, we will have to rely on TCP-like
transport protocols to initiate end-to-end retransmissions back from
the source.
In this paper, we rst solve the problem of computing minimum
energy paths for reliable communication in the pure end-to-end re-
transmission model where none of the links in a wireless path guar-
antees any reliability. We next proceed to study the more general
and realistic mixed retransmission model where some links may
provide partial reliable delivery while the others may not. For ex-
ample, even if the link level technology supports hop-by-hop re-
transmission, some links may still be unreliable due to other rea-
sons described above. The BAMER and GAMER algorithms are
designed for computing minimum energy paths in these models re-
spectively. The hop-by-hop model and the pure end-to-end model
are just special cases of the mixed model. Therefore, our algo-
rithms for the mixed model can be used to nd minimum energy
paths in any network congurations.
For implementation in many practical scenarios, we may need a
simple and lightweight distributed protocol. In this paper, we also
propose a distributed routing protocol, DAMER, for energy ef-
cient routing in the general mixed retransmission model. Clearly,
DAMER can be used in any network conguration, too. We show
that DAMER is able to nd the minimum energy path in the hop-
by-hop retransmission model. Simulation results demonstrate that
DAMER also effectively improves energy efciency over the best
known existing techniques in the general mixed retransmission model.
While the main focus of this paper is on single-path routing, we
also examine the problem of reliability through utilization of mul-
tiple redundant paths. Prior work has examined the use of such
multi-path routes in improving throughput or reliability [34, 25]
at the cost of generally increased energy consumption. To illus-
trate this aspect, we performed simulation-based comparisons of
our technique with one of these prior techniques, GRAB [34] and
the energy consumption of GRAB to achieve reasonable reliabil-
ity is orders of magnitude larger than that of our schemes. In-
terestingly, we found that by carefully choosing multi-path routes
for data delivery it is possible to reduce energy consumption more
effectively than the optimal single-path route can. In particular,
we formally analyze the problem of nding the minimum energy
multi-path routing scheme and prove that it is actually NP-hard. To
the best of our knowledge, this paper is the rst to formally inves-
tigate the potential of multi-path routing on energy conservation.
Through extensive simulations, we demonstrate that our algo-
rithms can signicantly improve energy efciency over best known
existing techniques. Moreover, we carefully examine the effects of
a number of network parameters on the performance of our algo-
rithms as well as existing techniques. This study further enhances
our understanding of energy efcient reliable communication in the
presence of lossy links.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews
previous related work. Our network model and problem formula-
tion are presented in Section 3. In Section 4, we present two algo-
rithms as well as a distributed routing protocol for nding minimum
energy paths in the mixed retransmission model. In Section 5, we
examine multi-path routing as a potential means of energy conser-
vation in the presence of unreliable links, and formally analyze its
complexity. An empirical study through extensive simulations of
our schemes as well as the best known current schemes is presented
in Section 6. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 7.
2. RELATED WORK
Energy efcient routing has always been a central research topic
in wireless networks, both in the paradigm of multicast/broadcast
[30, 7, 29, 3, 15, 32, 31, 4, 10, 13] and in the paradigm of unicast
[22, 24, 23, 5, 6, 26, 25]. In both paradigms, our objective is to
design a routing scheme such that the total transmission power is
minimized. In this paper, we study the paradigm of unicast and
refer interested readers to the literature for more knowledge on en-
ergy efcient multicast/broadcast routing.
By using Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm [8], PAMAS [23]
nds a minimum cost path where the link cost is set to the trans-
mission power. If every link in the paths is error free, then a single
transmission over each link can successfully deliver a packet from
the source to its destination with a minimum energy consumption.
Scott and Bamboos [22] studied the case where link costs include
power consumption on the receiver side, and proposed to nd en-
ergy efcient paths using a modied form of the Bellman-Ford al-
gorithm [8].
Some researchers have considered power aware routing in an al-
ternative approach. The residual battery power is used as a routing
metric, in order to achieve a more balanced distribution of power
consumption among all the nodes so that the lifetime of the whole
system may be increased. From our perspective, these schemes
may result in less energy efcient routes. We refer the reader to the
literature [24, 5, 6, 26] for detailed information.
Unfortunately, none of these previous papers considered the lossy
property of wireless links. Banerjee and Misra [1] explored the ef-
fect of lossy links on energy efcient routing and solved the prob-
lem of nd minimum energy paths in the hop-by-hop retransmis-
sion model. Let w and p denote the transmission power and the
error rate of a hop-by-hop retransmission link, respectively. [1]
proposed the link cost to be w
1−p
, which is actually the expected
energy consumption of delivering a packet over that link 1. For the
hop-by-hop retransmission model, it is then straightforward to use
a traditional shortest path algorithm (e.g. Dijkstra’s algorithm) to
compute minimum energy paths.
The same is, however, not true in the end-to-end retransmis-
1A similar metric, ETX, was proposed by DeCouto et al [9] for
computing high throughput paths.
sion model. Therefore the authors in [1] only proposed an ap-
proximate heuristic that denes the link cost to be w
(1−p)l
, where
l ≥ 2 is some constant, and used Dijkstra’s algorithm to compute
low-energy paths. For simplicity, in this paper we denote Baner-
jee and Misra’s algorithm by BMA and denote BMA where l = k
by BMA-k. In the end-to-end retransmission model, packet loss
at intermediate links will abort the whole delivery thus far and in-
cur end-to-end retransmissions back from the source, which means
more transmission power is wasted than in the hop-by-hop model.
Intuitively, l ≥ 2 makes lossy links appear to be even more expen-
sive. BMA-l thus prefers less lossy links and reduces the risk of
incurring end-to-end retransmissions. While such a choice is rea-
sonable, clearly it is not optimal. Additionally the more general
and realistic mixed retransmission model is not explored in [1].
Multi-path routing has been proposed as a means of improv-
ing reliability as well as throughput. GRAB [34] forwards pack-
ets along an interleaved mesh, and controls the width of the mesh
hence the success ratio by assigning an appropriate credit to each
packet. We here point out that the multi-path scheme of GRAB
harnesses the high redundancy and large scale of WSNs, and is not
appropriate for other network models. In contrast, this paper con-
siders a more general network model. Moreover, GRAB provides
only robust delivery instead of reliable delivery, which means pack-
ets are not guaranteed to be delivered in GRAB. Srinivas and Modi-
ano [25] investigate the problem of minimum energy node/link dis-
joint paths routing in multi-hop wireless networks. Clearly, such
schemes result in increased energy consumption, compared with
the minimum energy single path. Moreover, they do not provide
guaranteed delivery, either. Again, none of them explicitly consid-
ers link error rates.
Transport protocols (e.g. PSFQ [27]) have also been proposed
to provide reliable communication over unreliable wireless links.
Unlike routing protocols, transport protocols do not pay attention
to route selection hence are beyond the scope of this paper.
3. FORMULATION
In our network model, each network node is assumed to be equipped
with an omnidirectional antenna. A wireless network is modelled
as a directed graph G = (V,A), where V is the set of nodes and
A is the set of directed links. Each node is assigned a unique ID
i ∈ [1..|V |] and has a maximum transmission power of Pmax(i).
Each directed link (i, j) has a non-negative weight W (i, j), which
denotes the minimum transmission power required to maintain a
reasonably good quality link from node i to node j. Wireless prop-
agation suffers severe attenuation [14, 19, 21]. Let dij denote the
distance between node i and node j. If i transmits with power
Pt(i), the power of the signal received by node j is given by
Pr(j) =
Pt(i)
c · dαij
,
where α and c are both constants, and usually 2 ≤ α ≤ 4 [21]. In
order to correctly decode the received signal at the receiver side, it
is required that
Pr(j) ≥ β0 ·N0,
where β0 is the required signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and N0 is the
strength of ambient noise. Thus, the weight of link (i, j) is given
by
W (i, j) = c · β0 ·N0 · d
α
ij .
Each link (i, j) also has an error rate (or loss rate) Er(i, j), which
is the probability that a transmission over link (i, j) does not suc-
ceed. If Er(i, j) = 0, link (i, j) is considered reliable. G contains
link (i, j) if and only ifW (i, j) ≤ Pmax(i) andEr(i, j) < 1. The
expected number of transmissions (including retransmissions) of a
successful delivery over link (i, j) is given by
N(i, j) =
1
1− Er(i, j)
.
Each node is capable of adjusting its transmission power accord-
ing to the outgoing link weights, in order to conserve as much
power as possible. Typically, energy efcient routing schemes tend
to choose paths composed of a large number of short distance links
since long distance links are much more power consuming given
that α ≥ 2.
Link failure is presumed to be independent and unpredictable, so
the metric is dened to be the expected total energy consumption
of a successful delivery. By minimum energy path from node u to
node v, we refer to a path that has the minimum expected energy
consumption of a successful delivery from u to v. Let Cmin(u, v)
denote the expected energy consumption of a successful delivery
along a minimum energy path from u to v.
We refer to the general problem of nding the minimum energy
routing scheme in the mixed retransmission model as the Mini-
mum Energy Reliable Communication Using End-to-end Retrans-
missions problem and formally dene it as follows.
MINIMUM ENERGY RELIABLE COMMUNICATION USING END-
TO-END RETRANSMISSIONS
INSTANCE Directed graph G = (V,A). Link weight function
W : A→ R+0 . Link error rate functionEr : A→ [0, 1). Function
U : A → {0, 1} indicates whether a link provides hop-by-hop
retransmission. Specied source s and destination t. Non-negative
bound B.
QUESTION Is there a routing scheme such that the expected
energy consumption of a successful delivery from s to t is no more
than B?
4. SINGLE›PATH MIN›ENERGY ROUTES
In this section, we present a number of algorithms to compute
minimum energy paths for reliable communication over lossy links
in multi-hop wireless networks. We start by studying the seemingly
simpler end-to-end retransmission model, for which we present the
Basic Algorithm for Minimum Energy Routing (BAMER). Then in
Section 4.2, we study the more general and realistic mixed retrans-
mission model. The General Algorithm for Minimum Energy Rout-
ing (GAMER) is proposed for that case. In Section 4.3, we show
that an appropriate preprocessing stage enables BAMER to solve
the same problem in the mixed model as well. While BAMER and
GAMER are both centralized algorithms, typically routing needs
to be carried out in a distributed fashion. Towards that end, we
propose the Distributed Algorithm for Minimum Energy Routing
(DAMER) in Section 4.4.
4.1 Basic Algorithm for Minimum Energy
Routing (BAMER)
We rst present BAMER and show that it nds minimum en-
ergy paths from s to all other nodes in the end-to-end retransmis-
sion model. Basically, BAMER is a generalized extension of Di-
jkstra’s shortest path algorithm [8]. In Dijkstra’s algorithm, only
edge weights are considered. Assume that node u precedes v in the
path from s to v, denoted by P(s, v). Let P(s, u) denote the part
of P(s, v) between s and u. For any path P(i, j), let C(P(i, j))
denote the energy consumption of successfully delivering a packet
BAMER (G, s, T , C)
1 for each node v ∈ V (G) do
2 T (v)← φ
3 C(v)←∞
4 C(s)← 0
5 S ← {s}
6 u← s
7 while S 6= V (G) do
8 for each node v ∈ V (G)− S do
9 if N(u, v)[C(u) +W (u, v)] < C(v)
10 T (v)← T (u) ∪ {(u, v)}
11 C(v)← N(u, v)[C(u) +W (u, v)]
12 u← v ∈ V (G)− S s.t. C(v) is minimum
13 S ← S ∪ {u}
Table 1: Pseudo code description of BAMER. s is the source.
For any node v, T (v) consists of the links of the computed path
from s to v, whose cost is C(v).
along that path from i to j. In Dijkstra’s algorithm, it is clear that
C(P(s, v)) = C (P(s, u)) +W (u, v).
Our algorithms take into account both link weights and link error
rates. The key observation is that
C (P(s, v)) = N(u, v) · [C (P(s, u)) +W (u, v)] .
Indeed, Dijkstra’s algorithm is a special case of BAMER where
Er(u, v) = 0 and N(u, v) = 1, i.e., link (u, v) is reliable. Based
on this intuitive understanding, we present BAMER in Table 1.
Compared with Dijkstra’s algorithm, the only real difference is line
9 and line 11. We next proceed to show the optimality of BAMER.
LEMMA 1. Let P(s, v) denote a minimum energy path from s
to v, in which node u is the predecessor of v. The part of P(s, v)
between s and u, P(s, u), is a minimum energy path from s to u.
To prove by contradiction, assume thatP(s, u) is not a minimum
energy path from s to u, while another path P ′(s, u) is such a min-
imum energy path. We can simply replace P(s, u) in P(s, v) with
P ′(s, u). The resulted new path from s to v, denoted by P ′(s, v),
will have an expected energy consumption of
C
(
P ′(s, v)
)
= N(u, v) ·
[
C
(
P ′(s, u)
)
+W (u, v)
]
< N(u, v) · [C (P(s, u)) +W (u, v)]
= C (P(s, v)) .
This contradicts the fact that P(s, v) is a minimum energy path
from s to v. ¤
LEMMA 2. In BAMER, each time a node v is added to S, links
in T (v) form a minimum energy path from s to v hence C(v) =
Cmin(s, v).
We prove Lemma 2 by induction on the order of nodes being
added to S. The base case is trivially true. Now assume that
Lemma 2 holds for every node already in S, and a node v is then
chosen to be added to S. Consider any minimum energy path
P(s, v) from s to v.
If all previous nodes in P(s, v) have been in S, by Lemma 1 and
inductive assumption it is clear from the description of BAMER
that
C(v) ≤ C (P(s, v)) = Cmin(s, v).
s
x (10) y (36)
z (32) t (80)
(5, 2)
(7, 5)
(8, 2)
(7, 3)
(12, 4)
(6, 2)(5, 3) (5, 2)(5, 2)
(8, 2)
(7, 3)
Figure 1: Illustration of BAMER
If at least one previous node in P(s, v) has not been in S yet,
let u denote the rst such previous node in P(s, v) (counting from
s to v), and let P(s, u) denote the prex part of P(s, v) between
s and u. By Lemma 1, it is clear from the description of BAMER
that
C(u) ≤ C (P(s, u)) .
Given that BAMER chose v instead of u, it is the case that
C(v) ≤ C(u) ≤ C (P(s, u)) ≤ C (P(s, v)) = Cmin(s, v)
since u is a previous node in P (s, v). So far we have proved that in
either case, C(v) ≤ Cmin(s, v). Clearly, it has to be the case that
C(v) = Cmin(s, v)
Let u′ be the node already in S that assignsC(v) to v in BAMER.
By inductive assumption, links in T (u′) form a path from s to
u whose expected energy consumption is C(u′). Thus, T (v) =
T (u′)∪{(u′, v)} form a path from s to v, and the expected energy
consumption is C(v) = Cmin(s, v). It follows that links in T (v)
form a minimum energy path from s to v. ¤
COROLLARY 1. For each node v ∈ V (G), BAMER computes
a minimum energy path from s to v.
We illustrate BAMER with the example in Figure 1. In the exam-
ple network, each link (u, v) is labelled with the (W (u, v), N(u, v))
pair, and each node u is labelled with its ID and C(u). x is the rst
node added to S by BAMER, followed by its successors z and y in
order. BAMER terminates after choosing t, whose predecessor is z.
The minimum energy paths are indicated by the dashed links. The
minimum expected energy consumption to deliver a packet from s
to t is 80. BMA-1 will choose the path s → x → y → t and the
expected energy consumption is 82. Without considering link loss
rates, a naive shortest path algorithm (e.g. Dijkstra’s algorithm)
will choose the path s → z → t, incurring an expected energy
consumption of 86.
4.2 General Algorithm for Minimum Energy
Routing (GAMER)
In Section 4.1, we present the BAMER algorithm for nding
minimum energy paths in the pure end-to-end retransmission model
where no link guarantees per hop reliability through hop-by-hop
retransmissions. This is in contrast to prior work (BMA) which
solved the problem in the idealized model where each link is per-
fectly reliable. In realistic scenarios, we may have to solve the min-
imum energy path problem in the more general mixed retransmis-
sion model, where different point-to-point links are implemented
GAMER (G, s, T , C)
1 for each node v ∈ V (G) do
2 T (v)← φ
3 C(v)←∞
4 C(s)← 0
5 S ← {s}
6 u← s
7 while S 6= V (G) do
8 for each node v ∈ V (G)− S do
9 if (u, v) provides per hop reliability
10 if C(u) +N(u, v)W (u, v) < C(v)
11 T (v)← T (u) ∪ {(u, v)}
12 C(v)← C(u) +N(u, v)W (u, v)
13 else if N(u, v)[C(u) +W (u, v)] < C(v)
14 T (v)← T (u) ∪ {(u, v)}
15 C(v)← N(u, v)[C(u) +W (u, v)]
16 u← v ∈ V (G)− S such that C(v) is minimum
17 S ← S ∪ {u}
Table 2: Pseudo code description of GAMER. Parameters are
the same as in Table 1.
with different link level technologies, or other factors may make
some links unreliable in the presence of inherently reliable link
level technologies, etc. In this section, we solve the minimum
energy path problem in this mixed retransmission model with our
General Algorithm for Minimum Energy Path (GAMER).
GAMER is a further generalization of BAMER, where each in-
dividual link may or may not provide per hop reliability. Again,
assume that node u precedes v in the path from s to v, denoted by
P(s, v), and let P(s, u) denote the part of P(s, v) between s and
u. The additional observation is that if link (u, v) does not support
hop-by-hop reliability,
C (P(s, v)) = C (P(s, u)) +N(u, v) ·W (u, v).
Based on this intuitive understanding, we present GAMER in Ta-
ble 2. Compared with BAMER, the only difference is line 912
handling links providing per hop reliability. We next show the op-
timality of GAMER.
We show that Lemma 1 also holds for GAMER. The case where
(u, v) does not provide per hop reliability has been proved in Sec-
tion 4.1. Now consider the case where (u, v) does provide per hop
reliability. To prove by contradiction, assume that P(s, u) is not
a minimum energy path from s to u, while another path P ′(s, u)
is a minimum energy path from s to u. We can replace P(s, u)
in P(s, v) with P ′(s, u). The resulted path P ′(s, v) will have an
expected energy consumption of
C
(
P ′(s, v)
)
= C
(
P ′(s, u)
)
+N(u, v) ·W (u, v)
< C (P(s, u)) +N(u, v) ·W (u, v)
= C (P(s, v)) .
This contradicts the fact that P(s, v) is a minimum energy path
from s to v. ¤
Lemma 2 and its proof in Section 4.1 also hold for GAMER.
This is easy to verify and we leave the details to the reader.
COROLLARY 2. For each node v ∈ V (G), GAMER computes
a minimum energy path from s to v.
To illustrate how GAMER works, let us return to the example in
Figure 1. Now the link from x to t has been upgraded to sup-
port hop-by-hop retransmission hence per hop reliability. This does
s3
s2
s1 u
v1
v2
b t
Figure 2: Solid links are reliable and have a weight of 1, except
that link (v1, t) has a weight of 12. Dashed links are free but
have an error rate of 3
4
and do not provide per hop reliability.
not change the behavior of traditional shortest path algorithms and
BMA. However, GAMER will nd the minimum energy path s→
x→ t and the expected energy consumption goes down from 80 to
58.
4.3 BAMER for the mixed retransmission model
Although BAMER is motivated by and designed for the pure
end-to-end retransmission model, it turns out an appropriate pre-
processing stage will enable BAMER to solve the same problem
in the mixed retransmission model. To see why and how, note that
GAMER differs from BAMER only in lines 912 of Table 2, i.e.,
the case where link (u, v) provides per hop reliability. Particularly,
the only difference that matters is line 12. Note that the right side
of line 12 can be viewed as [C(u) +N(u, v)W (u, v)]× 1. Com-
pared to the right side of line 11 in Table 1, we can see that link
(u, v) can be treated as a reliable link that has a new weight of
W ′(u, v) = N(u, v) ·W (u, v) and a new N ′(u, v) = 1. There-
fore, we can preprocess links that provide per hop reliability as is
described above. Then, applying BAMER on the preprocessed net-
work graph is provably correct to compute a minimum energy path
from s to each node in the network.
To illustrate how BAMER works in the mixed retransmission
model, we return to the example in Section 4.2. In the preprocess-
ing stage, the point-to-point link (x, t) is marked with (48, 1) as a
reliable link that has a weight of 48. BAMER is then executed on
the preprocessed network graph and correctly nds the minimum
energy path s→ x→ t.
4.4 Distributed Algorithm for Minimum
Energy Routing (DAMER)
Both BAMER and GAMER are centralized algorithms. In many
applications, a routing algorithm has to be implemented as a dis-
tributed routing protocol in a lightweight fashion. However, design-
ing a lightweight distributed protocol that can always nd the min-
imum energy path is not a trivial task. To see the tricky part, con-
sider the examplein Figure 2 where an intermediate node u is for-
warding packets from three sources, s1, s2 and s3, to the destina-
tion t. There are three routes from u to t. The route u→ v1 → t is
totally reliable and the energy consumption is 13. The route via v2
is the cheapest and has an expected energy consumption of 4. How-
ever, the expected number of end-to-end retransmissions needed to
deliver a packet from u to t via v2 is 16, because of the two free
but unreliable links in that path. The route u → v1 → b → t falls
in between them. In particular, it has an expected energy consump-
tion of 8 and the expected number of end-to-end retransmissions
needed to deliver a packet along the route is 4.
Now, we turn to examine the implications of these routes. The
optimal path from s1 to t is s1 → s2 → u → v1 → t, whose
energy consumption is 15. The optimal path from s2 to t is s2 →
DAMER (G, Nexthop, R, C)
/* initialization */
1 for each node v ∈ V (G) do
2 R(v)←∞
3 C(v)←∞
4 R(u)← 1
5 C(u)← 0
/* periodic route exchange */
6 for each round of route exchange do
7 broadcast R and C in a route exchange message Mu
8 for each neighbor v do
9 collect a route exchange message Mv from v
10 for each node w ∈ V (G) do
11 if Mv.C(w) +Mv.R(w)N(u, v)W (u, v) < C(w)
12 Nexthop(w)← v
13 C(w)←Mv.C(w) +Mv.R(w)N(u, v)W (u, v)
14 if link (u, v) provides per hop reliability
15 R(w)←Mv.R(w)
16 else R(w)← N(u, v)Mv.R(w)
Table 3: DAMER running at individual nodes.
u → v1 → b → t, whose expected energy consumption is 12.
Finally, the optimal path from s3 to t is s3 → u → v2 → b → t,
whose expected energy consumption is 4. It is clear that u needs to
know about every possible path from itself to t. In the worst case,
the number of possible paths can be exponential in the size of the
network.
Given that, we here propose the Distributed Algorithm for Mini-
mum Energy Routing (DAMER), which is lightweight and achieves
reasonably good energy efciency. Unlike BAMER and GAMER
which only compute the one-to-all shortest paths from a single
source to all other nodes, DAMER computes an energy efcient
path from each node to every other node. A pseudo code descrip-
tion of DAMER is presented in Table 3. u represents the local node
executing DAMER. For any node w ∈ V (G), Nexthop(w) de-
notes the next hop node that u uses to forward packets to w. R(w)
records the expected number of end-to-end transmissions (includ-
ing retransmissions) required to deliver a packet from u to w via
Nexthop(w). C(w) records the expected energy consumption to
deliver a packet from u to w via Nexthop(w). For each destina-
tion w, DAMER chooses for u the next hop node that minimizes
the expected energy consumption of delivering a packet from u to
w. In the hop-by-hop retransmission model, DAMER can nd the
minimum energy path to every destination t ∈ V as BMA-1 does.
Because every link provides per hop reliability and no end-to-end
retransmission is needed. Therefore, it only remains to optimize the
expected energy consumption from the current forwarding node to
the destination.
Memory requirement at each node is 2|V |, in order to storeR(V )
and C(V ). For any node v ∈ V , Mv denotes the route exchange
message broadcast by node v. Mv.C(w) and Mv.R(w) denote
C(w) and R(w) broadcast by node v, respectively. DAMER op-
erates in a periodic round by round fashion. During each round
of route exchange, R(V ) and C(V ) are exchanged via route ex-
change messages. In particular, each node broadcasts one message
to its neighbors and collects the message broadcast by each neigh-
bor.
LEMMA 3. For any node w ∈ V , whenever v is a downstream
node on the path from u to w, it has to be the case that C(w) >
Cv(w). Cv(w) denotes the value of C(w) at node v then.
On one hand, for any nodew ∈ V , C(w) never grows during the
s
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Figure 3: Illustration of DAMER. Each node is labelled with a
(R(t), C(t), Nexthop(t)) tuple.
execution of DAMER. On the other hand, it is clear from lines 11
13 of Table 3 that whenever Nexthop(w) = v, it must be the case
that C(w) > Cv(w). Recursively applying this rule concludes the
proof of Lemma 3. ¤
COROLLARY 3. Routes generated by DAMER are loop free.
Based on the example in Section 4.2, we illustrate in Figure 3 the
round by round execution of DAMER in nding an energy efcient
path from s to t. Although we only illustrate a single source-sink
pair here, we point out that DAMER actually nds such a path for
every source-sink pair in the network.
Does DAMER always nd the optimal paths? Unfortunately, the
answer has to be negative. For the examplar network in Figure 2,
the path from s1 to t chosen by DAMER will be s1 → s2 →
u → v1 → b → t, whose expected energy consumption is 16.
The reason is that in DAMER, each node keeps only the minimum
energy path from itself to every other node. For example, v1 only
knows the minimum energy path from itself to t, namely v1 →
b → t. Consequently, the optimal path from s1 to t cannot be
discovered. We expect to design more intelligent algorithms that
are reasonably lightweight in future work.
5. MULTI›PATH MIN›ENERGY ROUTES
In Section 4, we have proposed and proved BAMER and GAMER
for computing the minimum energy path for reliable communica-
tion in multi-hop wireless networks. Interestingly, we here point
out that in some cases a multi-path routing scheme actually mini-
mizes the expected energy consumption. Traditionally, multi-path
routing is considered benecial for improved throughput and re-
liability [34, 25]. Intuitively, improved throughput and reliability
come at the cost of more energy consumption due to the use of
multiple (not necessarily disjoint) paths simultaneously. Therefore,
it is not surprising that researchers have been designing single-path
routing algorithms for energy efcient one-to-one communication,
as we do in Section 4.
Barrett et al [2] studied the case where nodes may either un-
derestimate or overestimate their distance to the destination. In
the presence of such noisy routing information, they showed that
in some cases multi-path routing may outperform Dijkstra’s short-
est path algorithm in terms of the total number transmissions re-
sb1 b2
t
Figure 4: Wireless Multicast Advantage (WMA)
quired to successfully deliver a packet to its destination. Notice
that Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm does not take into account
link loss rates. We here reveal the interesting and counter-intuition
fact that even if perfect routing information is given and link loss
rates are taken into account, multi-path routing can still potentially
reduce the expected energy consumption of one-to-one communi-
cation compared with the optimal single-path algorithms, BAMER
and GAMER. In addition, we then formally analyze the complexity
of computing the minimum energy multi-path routing scheme and
prove it to be NP-hard. To the best of our knowledge, this paper is
the rst to formally study exploiting multi-path routing in order to
reduce energy consumption in one-to-one communication.
With an omnidirectional antenna, a single wireless transmission
by a node can be received by every node within its transmission
range. This property of wireless media is referred to as Wireless
Multicast Advantage (WMA) [30]. WMA has been extensively
studied in energy efcient one-to-many communication, e.g. min-
imum energy broadcast in wireless networks [30, 7, 29, 3, 15, 4,
10]. We show that WMA and the use of multiple paths enable us
to reduce energy consumption in one-to-one communication over
unreliable links as well. Consider the example in Figure 4, where
s needs to communicate with t. Links coming out of s have a loss
rate of 1
2
and a weight of 1. Links coming out of b1 and b2 are
reliable and free. Consider the multi-path routing scheme where
every link participates. A packet sent by s cannot be delivered to t
if and only if all the three links coming out of s fail on this trans-
mission. The probability of a successful delivery from s to t is thus
1 − ( 1
2
)3 = 7
8
. Therefore, the expected energy consumption of a
successful delivery is 8
7
. On the other hand, it is clear that the ex-
pected energy consumption of any minimum energy single path is
2.
In a multi-path routing scheme, an intermediate node may re-
ceive multiple copies of the same packet from upstream nodes. Be-
fore we can proceed to formally analyze multi-path routing schemes,
a problem that has to be answered is Should the intermediate node
forward every copy of the packet? We believe the correct answer
should be No. Because forwarding the same packet more than
once will incur unnecessary additional energy consumption at the
intermediate node as well as downstream nodes, without knowing
if that really helps at all.
We here formally analyze the complexity of nding minimum
energy multi-path routes and prove that it is NP-hard by reducing
from the 3-dimensional matching (3DM) problem, which is known
to be NP-hard [12] and formally dened as follows.
3-DIMENSIONAL MATCHING (3DM)
INSTANCE Set M = {m1,m2, . . . ,mn} ⊆ W × X × Y ,
where W = {w1, w2, . . . , wq}, X = {x1, x2, . . . , xq}, and Y =
{y1, y2, . . . , yq} are disjoint sets having the same number q of ele-
ments.
QUESTION Does M contain a matching, i.e., a subset M ′ =
s
m1 m2 m3 m4
w1 w2 x1 x2 y1 y2
t
Figure 5: Reduction from 3DM
{m′1,m
′
2, . . . ,m
′
q} ⊆M such that |M ′| = q and no two elements
of M ′ agree in any coordinate?
Given an instance of 3DM, we construct a graph as shown in Fig-
ure 5, where nodes are distributed into four layers and edges exist
only between nodes in adjacent layers. The exemplar graph in Fig-
ure 5 is constructed from the following instance of 3DM.
W = {w1, w2}, X = {x1, x2}, Y = {y1, y2}.
M = {m1,m2,m3,m4}.
m1 = (w1, x2, y2),m2 = (w1, x1, y1),
m3 = (w2, x2, y2),m4 = (w1, x1, y2).
The top layer contains only the destination t. In the second layer,
there are three disjoint groups of element nodes, W = {w1, w2,
. . . , wq}, X = {x1, x2, . . . , xq}, and Y = {y1, y2, . . . , yq}, rep-
resenting W , X , and Y , respectively. Each element node is con-
nected to t with an edge whose weight is 0 and error rate is p =
e−1/3q . In the third layer, there are a set M = {m1,m2, . . . ,mn}
of triplet nodes representing the n elements of M . Each triplet
node is adjacent to the three associated element nodes. Edges be-
tween element nodes and triplet nodes have a weight of 1 and an
error rate of 0. The bottom layer contains only the source node s,
which is adjacent to all triplet nodes. Edges between triplet nodes
and s have a weight of c = (e− 1)q and an error rate of 0.
The transformation is polynomial, and we here show thatM con-
tains a 3-dimensional matching of size q if and only if the minimum
expected energy consumption to deliver a packet from s to t is
c+ q
1− p3q
=
e2q
e− 1
. (1)
We start with the only if direction. If M contains a matching
of size q, we can route a packet from s to t as follows.
• s transmits the packet to all the q triplet nodes contained in
the matching.
• Each triplet node in the matching forwards the packet to its
associated element nodes.
• Each element node forwards the packet to t.
The energy required to route the packet from s to the 3q element
nodes is deterministically c+ q. The probability that at least one of
the element nodes successfully delivers the packet to t is 1 − p3q .
Thus, the expected energy consumption is given by (1).
We then prove the more tricky if direction. In particular, we
show that the scheme described in the proof of the only if direc-
tion is the only scheme that can successfully deliver the packet at
an expected energy consumption of (1). First of all, we point out
that any routing scheme can be characterized by the the following
two parameters.
• The number of triplet nodes that participate to forward pack-
ets in this routing scheme, n0. 1 ≤ n0 ≤ n.
• The number of element nodes that participate to forward pack-
ets in this routing scheme, q0. 1 ≤ q0 ≤ min(3q, 3n0).
We prove by contradiction, assuming that M does not contain a
matching of size q. Clearly, there exist the following three cases.
• If n0 > q, the expected energy consumption is
c+ n0
1− pq0
>
c+ q
1− pq0
>
c+ q
1− p3q
.
• If n0 = q, it has to be the case that q0 < 3q since we assume
that M does not contain a matching of size q. Thus, the
expected energy consumption is
c+ q
1− pq0
>
c+ q
1− p3q
.
• If n0 < q then q0 ≤ min(3q, 3n0) = 3n0. The expected
energy consumption is thus
c+ n0
1− pq0
≥
c+ n0
1− p3n0
.
To conclude our proof by contradiction, it only remains to
prove that,
for any 1 ≤ n0 < q,
c+ n0
1− p3n0
>
c+ q
1− p3q
. (2)
Note that c+n0
1−p3n0
and c+q
1−p3q
are the values of function
f(x) =
c+ x
1− p3x
at x = n0 and x = q, respectively. In order to prove (2), it
sufces to prove that f ′(x) < 0 for any 1 ≤ x ≤ q so that
f(x) is strictly decreasing in [1, q], since n0 < q.
On one hand, for any x ≥ 1,
[
p
3x − (c+ x)p3xlnp3
]
′
= −(lnp3)2(c+ x)p3x < 0.
On the other hand,
p
3x − (c+ x)p3xlnp3|x=q
= (e
−
1
3q )3q − [(e− 1)q + q](e
−
1
3q )3qln(e−
1
3q )3
=
1
e
+ 1
> 1.
Therefore, for any x such that 1 ≤ x ≤ q,
p
3x − (c+ x)p3xlnp3 > 1.
It follows that
(
c+ x
1− p3x
)
′
=
1− p3x + (c+ x)p3xlnp3
(1− p3x)2
< 0.
This completes the proof of (2). ¤
6. EVALUATION
We conduct extensive simulations in our empirical study in or-
der to answer the following questions. Compared with the best
known current schemes, how effectively can our algorithms con-
serve energy in a variety of network environments? How network
parameters affect the performance of existing algorithms and ours?
Such parameters include link error rates, value of α, percentage
of links supporting hop-by-hop retransmission, network size (i.e.,
node population), and so on. Before we proceed to present the sim-
ulation results, we start by describing some technical details of our
simulations.
In our simulations, 100 nodes of the same transmission range are
distributed into a 10 × 10 square eld uniformly at random. Two
nodes are connected if and only if the distance between them is
no larger than their transmission range. For each directed link, its
link error rate is chosen from [0,MaxLER] uniformly at random,
where 0 ≤ MaxLER ≤ 1 represents the maximum link error
rate. Consequently, link (u, v) and link (v, u) may have different
error rates. For each parameter setting, 1000 such trial networks
are generated. In each trial network, we randomly pick a source
node and a destination node. The average energy consumption of
the paths computed in all 1000 trial networks is calculated for in-
dividual algorithms, respectively. To evaluate the effectiveness of
our algorithms in conserving energy, we dene normalized energy
efciency (NEE) of an algorithm to be the ratio of its average en-
ergy consumption to that of BAMER and GAMER, since BAMER
and GAMER are guaranteed to nd a minimum energy path.
For single path routing, we compare our algorithms with the
best known BMA algorithm. For multi-path routing, we compare
with GRAB [34], as node/link disjoint paths [25] clearly consume
more energy than the minimum energy single path. GRAB claims
to be more efcient and exible than disjoint paths in that it for-
wards packets along an interleaved mesh, and controls the width
of the mesh by assigning an appropriate credit to each packet. We
rst conduct simulations in the end-to-end retransmission model to
compare the energy efciency of our algorithms and GRAB, since
GRAB assumes the unreliable CSMA MAC. Figure 6 demonstrates
that the energy consumption of GRAB is typically some orders of
magnitudes larger, in order to achieve a delivery ratio of 95%. For
higher link error rates, this delivery ratio of 95% is not even achiev-
able. Given this huge performance gap, we only compare with the
best known single path routing scheme, BMA, in the sequel.
6.1 Effects of α and link error rates
We rst examine the effects of link error rates and α on the en-
ergy efciency of the algorithms we study. To fully understand
the behavior of these algorithms in the general end-to-end retrans-
mission model, we here investigate the case where none of the
links supports hop-by-hop retransmission. Effects of hop-by-hop
retransmission on energy efciency will be examined later. We
conduct extensive simulations for a number of different values of
MaxLER, α, and l, and present the simulation results in Figure 7.
It is clear from Figure 7 that high link error rates generally em-
phasize the effectiveness of our algorithms. Because a higher link
error rate means a higher probability of aborting the end-to-end de-
livery done thus far and restarting a new end-to-end delivery back
from the source. Consequently, the performance of the relatively
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Figure 7: Effects of α and link error rates on normalized energy efficiency (NEE). Normalization is with respect to GAMER, which
finds the optimal paths. The figures represent α = 2, 3, 4, respectively.
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less intelligent BMA algorithms are more subjective to link error
rates.
Large α values demonstrate the same effect. Because large α
values make short distance links even cheaper. Consequently, the
algorithms tend to choose paths composed of more and shorter
links. The more links a packet has to go through, the more likely
that its delivery may fail and abort at some intermediate link. This
means more energy consumption due to delivery abortions and end-
to-end retransmissions.
Another clear message from Figure 7 is that reasonably large
values of l consistently help BMA achieve better performance. Be-
cause large l values make lossy links appear to be prohibitively
expensive to BMA. Consequently, BMA prefers less lossy links
and that reduces the risk of delivery abortion. We also conduct
simulations for l > 4, but typically that does not help conserve
more energy. For legibility, we only present simulation results for
1 ≤ l ≤ 4. We will see the reason underlying this decision in later
sections.
Finally, we point out that DAMER performs consistently better
than BMA in the end-to-end retransmission model.
6.2 Effect of hop›by›hop retransmission
We have discussed in Section 6.1 that large l values help BMA
conserve energy by avoiding lossy links. Clearly there has to be
a cost to this trick. For example, consider the hop-by-hop retrans-
mission model. l = 1 nds minimum energy paths, while larger
values of l may give us less energy efcient paths. Intuitively, there
should be some correlation between the optimal value of l and the
percentage of links supporting hop-by-hop retransmission, which
is denoted by UPGrate. We here reveal this correlation by con-
ducting extensive simulations for a number of different values of
l, UPGrate, and MaxLER. We assume a moderate setting of
α = 2, which is in favor of BMA algorithms as is shown in Fig-
ure 7. Simulation results presented in Figure 8 lead us to the fol-
lowing conclusions.
First, large l values perform better in the presence of a lowUPGrate,
while small l values perform better if a signicant portion of links
support hop-by-hop retransmission. This observation is consistent
with the fact that BMA-1 nds the optimal solution in the hop-by-
hop model where all links support hop-by-hop retransmission. Sec-
ond, simulation results demonstrate that l > 4 does not help BMA.
Depending on UPGrate and MaxLER, l = 3 or l = 4 turn out
to be the best choice. Third, by comparing different MaxLER
values, we can see that high link error rates are in favor of large
values of l. This further veries our previous understanding of the
reason why large l values help BMA in the end-to-end retransmis-
sion model: pessimistic estimates (i.e., large l values) better help
BMA avoid high risk links (i.e., high error rates). Finally, even
with the optimal setting of l = 4 and a moderate α = 2, BMA still
consumes more energy than BAMER and GAMER by up to 43%,
and consumes more energy than DAMER by up to 22%.
Hop-by-hop retransmission consistently helps DAMER. In fact,
we have discussed that DAMER is able to nd minimum energy
paths in the hop-by-hop retransmission model, and this is veried
by the simulation results in Figure 8.
6.3 Effect of network size
As we have discussed in Section 6.1, the more links a packet has
to go through, the more likely that its delivery may abort at some in-
termediate link. Since a larger network size (i.e., node population)
leads to longer paths, the risk of delivery abortion will go up with
network size. Accordingly, BMA needs to be more pessimistic
on estimating link error rates so that it will further avoid lossy links
to improve energy efciency in the presence of increased network
size. We here present an empirical investigation of the correlation
between network size and l, as well as the effect of network size on
the energy efciency of DAMER and BMA. For consistency, we
still assume that α = 2. We conduct extensive simulations for a
number of different values of network size, l, and UPGrate. Sim-
ulation results are presented in Figure 9.
As is shown in Figure 9, increased network size requires larger
values of l. Meanwhile, increased network size also results in a
lower energy efciency of BMA. For example, when we have 30
nodes in the network, l = 3 is the best performing setting and it
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Figure 8: Effect of hop-by-hop retransmission on normalized energy efficiency (NEE). Normalization is with respect to GAMER,
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Figure 9: Normalized energy efficiency variations with changes in network size. The figures represent 30, 150, 250 nodes, respectively.
consumes up to 34% more energy than BAMER and GAMER, and
consumes up to 28% more energy than DAMER. When we have
250 nodes, l = 5 is generally the best choice, which consumes up
to 60% more energy than BAMER and GAMER, and consumes up
to 35% more energy than DAMER. This fact draws our attention
to an even more challenging problem of BMA: without a priori
knowledge of network size, how should BMA predetermine its op-
timal setting of l? As is demonstrated by the simulation results,
inappropriate l values can result in signicantly lower energy ef-
ciency of BMA, while our algorithms do not have this problem.
For example, if BMA expects the network size to be 30 while the
actual size is 250, it will consume up to 2.7 times the energy con-
sumption of BAMER and GAMER, and consume up to 2.1 times
that of DAMER.
7. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we study the problem of minimum energy rout-
ing for reliable one-to-one communication in the presence of lossy
links. Banerjee and Misra [1] solved the problem in the hop-by-
hop retransmission model, where each link is assumed to support
link layer hop-by-hop retransmission and guarantee reliable deliv-
ery. However, link layer retransmission actually cannot guarantee
reliable delivery, due to various reasons. In the end-to-end retrans-
mission model where some link in the communication path is un-
reliable, we rely on TCP-like transport protocols to initiate end-
to-end retransmissions. We rst study the pure end-to-end retrans-
mission model where none of the links guarantees per hop relia-
bility, and then proceed to study the more general mixed retrans-
mission model where some links may guarantee reliable delivery
while the others may not. The BAMER and GAMER algorithms
are designed for computing minimum energy paths in both mod-
els. The hop-by-hop model and the pure end-to-end model are just
special cases of the mixed model, so BAMER and GAMER can be
used to nd minimum energy paths in any network conguration.
For implementation in many practical scenarios, we also propose
a lightweight distributed routing protocol, DAMER, which can be
used for energy efcient routing in any network conguration as
well. DAMER is able to nd minimum energy paths in the hop-by-
hop model, and simulation results demonstrate that DAMER also
effectively improves energy efciency over the best known existing
techniques in the general mixed model. Through extensive simula-
tions, we also carefully examine the effects of a number of network
parameters on the performance of our algorithms as well as existing
techniques. This empirical study further enhances our understand-
ing of energy efcient reliable communication in the presence of
lossy links.
Traditionally, multi-path routing have been utilized to improve
throughput or reliability, possibly at the cost of increased energy
consumption. Our another interesting nding is that, in some cases
multi-path routing may reduce the expected energy consumption in
the presence of lossy links. We formally analyze the problem of
nding the minimum energy multi-path routing scheme and prove
that it is actually NP-hard. To the best of our knowledge, this paper
is the rst to formally investigate the potential of multi-path routing
on energy conservation.
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